
Two Princes and the Moment of Truth 

 

Today is the Feast of St. Michael the Archangel, the Prince of the Heavenly Host. In reflecting on 

the archangel, I was reminded of The Prince of the Apostles, St. Peter. Each had to face a 

profound moment of truth, when they had to choose between following God or turning their 

backs on Him. 

 

Perhaps when we think of the temptations of saints, we can imagine that they aren't much of a 

temptation at all; the love of God is so firmly rooted in them that the thought of leaving Him is 

utter absurdity. While true in some ways, there is an entirely other dimension which you or I 

cannot fathom. As a person's sanctity increases, their temptations get “ratcheted up” as well, to 

the point of taking on metaphysical dimensions. Such was the case with St. Michael. He and the 

angels who did not fall had to face their moment of temptation, their moment of truth. 

 

An expert on the matter wrote a treatise synthesizing the Church's ancient sources regarding this 

moment of decision for the angels. We may think that the faithful angels who remained were not 

greatly tempted at all; “Leave Heaven? Why would we do that?” Yet, the author asserts that the 

polar opposite was true. Each angel had a solitary moment to determine their eternal being. 

Literally, the weight of the universe, of all eternity, was bearing down on them at that moment, 

and they were sorely tried. Then, from the anguish of the decision that they had to make, submit 

to God or leave forever, as they felt that cosmic temptation to take the wrong road, an angel cried 

out, “Who is like unto God!” This one thought was all it took; from the muddled haze of 

temptation a light of crystal clear clarity penetrated their minds, “Yes, who is like unto God! 

Neither the universe nor Lucifer have anything to offer for which I would forsake Him!” They 

stayed, and forever remained, as that one angel's thought from the depths of his being became the 

battle cry which rallied the other angels and rescued them from calamity. That is why he is their 

prince, and that is why we call him Michael, which means, “Who is like unto God?” 

 

In the life of St. Peter we see this same crossroads. As people abandon Jesus, scandalized by His 

teaching that they would have to eat His Body and drink His Blood, Jesus turned to him: 'Will 

you leave me as well?' Again, with his entire life in the balance, and his eternity as well, who 

among us can fathom the temptation Peter must have felt at that moment? Is it unreasonable to 

think that in his mind a part of him was saying, 'Go back. It's not too late. Your home, your boat, 

your family...it's all still there. Turn back while you still can?' Yet, another voice in him wins out 

over this temptation: “Lord, to whom shall we go? You have the words of eternal life.” He does 

not assure Jesus that he understands completely or has no fear; he just knows that the world has 

nothing to offer him for which he should leave Jesus, and so he stays and, by his example, the 

other Apostles as well. 

 

Jesus Himself came to this crossroads in Gethsemane. Far from an unperturbed self-assurance 

that He would go forward, He was in the throes of an anguish no mortal could fathom. The 

weight of the sin of every single human being was about to be thrust upon Him, and exact from 

Him a physical and spiritual suffering that all of humanity combined could never grasp. At that 

crossroads He asked the Father if this cup might not pass, yet from the depths of His being He 

prayed, “Not as I will, but as You will,” and triumphed over His temptation to turn back. 

 



My friends, it is a crossroads we all face; many times a day in small matters, and at key points in 

our lives in decisions of far greater gravity. Every single fiber of our being may be impelling us 

to turn our back on God and what we know to be true, be it for love of worldly allurements or 

fear of the narrow, difficult road to Heaven. Yet, in these trials, we can take comfort that even 

Jesus, the Prince of the Apostles, and the Prince of the Heavenly Host had to come to that same 

crossroads, and take courage that their victory can be ours as well. God will always give us the 

grace to have the voice of faith, from somewhere in the depths of our soul, call out, “Who is like 

unto God?” In doing so, we will have both made our choice known to God, and receive the help 

of him who bears that name, and so triumph over every temptation. 


